
Washington Wolves Player Evaluation Criteria 
 

The Washington Wolves player evaluations will be conducted to determine the makeup of the C and D 
Teams. The evaluations are to provide a fair and impartial assessment of the player's skills and abilities to play at a 
level that most benefits the goals of the Washington Wolves. 
 
Players Responsibilities: 
 

1. Each Player will determine prior to evaluations, which team she would like to be evaluated for:   c -Competitive or 
D -developmental. 
 
2. Players are required to wear jerseys with numbers and provide color and numbers to the coaches before entering 
the ice. 
 
The following are the evaluation criteria that will be used to evaluate players. 
 
1. Skating Ability -speed, agility, balance, stopping, starting 
 
2. Stick Handling ability -Puck control, puck protection, hand-eye coordination 
 
3. Passing ability -forehand, backhand, puck control, puck speed 
 
4. Shooting ability -slap shot, snap shot, wrist shot, overall shooting, puck placement, puck speed, 
 
5. Game Presence / Hockey knowledge -presence, read/react, fore checking, back checking, defense, offense 
positioning, advancing the puck, one on one capability 
 
6. Desire / Competitiveness -Game attitude, use of skills. 
 
The above criteria will be evaluated during both drills and scrimmages. This time will also be used to provide 
instruction and reintroduce team skills/expectations for the upcoming season. 
 
At the end of the evaluation skate, the Coaches will rank all players in accordance with the criteria above to 
determine the final makeup of the C and D teams. 
 
Additional factors available to the Coaches in making the final determination are: 
Previous playing history 
Years associated with Wolves program 
Extenuating factors 
Team makeup 
 

If anyone has any questions concerning the above please contact either Coach. 



Player Information Sheet 
Name _ 

Position:  C  RW   LW     Def 

Jersey Color 

Jersey Number 

Which of the Wolves Teams are you interested in playing for this year ?   _C __  D__ 

Did you play for the Wolves last year ?  Y   N    If Yes, which team ? _ 

How many years have you played competitive hockey? _ 

Highest Level played? Club, HS, College _    

 

Other Comments:

 
 
 
 


